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ABSTRACT 
A Samuelson map is here defined as a differentiable self-mapping of n-space 
with the property that the leading principal minors of its Jacobian matrix vanish 
nowhere. Structure theorems are proved for Samuelson maps that satisfy various 
simple conditions on the pivots arising from Gaussian elimination of the Jacobian 
matrix. The theorems yield representations of a Samuelson map as a (unique) 
composition of invertible maps that alter only a single coordinate. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Paul A. Samuelson, the noted economist and Nobel laureate, suggested a 
condition for univalence of differentiable self-maps of R” in an early paper 
[l] on the theory of general equilibrium in economics. The condition is 
that the determinants of all the upper left hand corner square submatrices 
of the Jacobian matrix of the map vanish nowhere. These determinants 
are usually called the leading principal minors of the Jacobian; maps for 
which they vanish nowhere will be called Samuelson maps in this paper. 
Samuelson actually claimed univalence as a consequence and supplied a 
purported proof in the mathematical appendix to his paper. However, Gale 
and Nikaido later [2] provided a simple counterexample. The example is 
the map from R* to itself whose first component is f(x, y) = e2’ - y” + 3, 
and whose second component is g(x, y) = 4e”“y - y3. The Jacobian matrix 
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of this map is 
and both the upper left hand entry, 2e2’, which is the determinant of the 
upper left 1 x 1 submatrix, and the determinant of the full matrix, e2x(8e2X+ 
lOti), are everywhere positive. The counterexample to global univalence 
is 
(0,O) = cf(O, 2), g(O,2)) = cf(O, -2), g(0, -2)). 
The same paper established that a Samuelson map is necessarily univalent 
if its Jacobian matrix is everywhere a P-matrix (one all of whose principal 
submatrices have positive determinants). It also extended this result to 
rectangular subdomains of R”, and proved additional results in the case 
n = 2. A number of developments since then (see, for example, [3, 4]), 
relate, like the P-matrix result, to pointwise determined properties of the 
Jacobian matrix. 
All continuously differentiable Samuelson self-maps of R” are “close” 
to being univalent, since the fact that the Jacobian determinant vanishes 
nowhere implies that they are locally invertible. One can consider whether 
special classes of Samuelson maps are globally invertible, hence univalent. 
Given the Gale-Nikaido counterexample, perhaps the most likely question 
is: “Are polynomial Samuelson maps invertible?” Recently, van den Essen 
and Parthasarathy [5] answered the analogous question for complex polyno- 
mial self-maps of C” in the affirmative. As the heart of their proof, they 
establish a structure theorem for polynomial Samuelson maps with con- 
stant leading principal minors. The proof is totally algebraic in nature, as 
it uses an induction on the coefficient ring. This paper was stimulated by 
the discovery that there are alternative proofs of the structure theorem that 
are not restricted to polynomials, and that one can relax the conditions to 
obtain generalizations. Conditions on the pivots that arise in performing 
Gaussian elimination on the Jacobian matrix of a Samuelson map are shown 
to imply the existence of representations of the map as a (unique) composi- 
tion of simpler invertible maps. These structure theorems are developed in 
an abstract (derivation) setting that guarantees their applicability to many 
different classes (e.g., Cm, analytic) of functions. 
2. SETTING 
The linear algebra terminology in cited papers varies; that used here is 
taken from a recognized standard [6], as are a number of elementary linear 
algebra results. Assume that scalars belong to a field k. Consider a square 
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matrix A = (au) of size n x n. A submatrix is obtained by striking out rows 
and/or columns, a principal submatrix is one in which rows and columns 
with the same indices are deleted, and a leading principal submatrix is one 
of the form A, = (ay)i,j=1,,,,, 7. The determinants of square submatrices are 
called minors, and, in particular, one has the notion of principal minors 
and of the leading principal minors. A has exactly n leading principal mi- 
nors. These minors are all non-zero if, and only if, A has a decomposition 
A = LDU, in which all the matrices are of size n x n, L is unit lower trian- 
gular, D is diagonal with nonzero diagonal elements, and U is unit upper 
triangular. In that case, if D is the matrix diag(dr, . . . , d,), the di will be 
called the standard pivots of A. They arise as pivots in the process of Gaus- 
sian elimination if the elimination is carried out “without pivoting,” that 
is, without interchanges of rows or columns. The leading principal minor 
det(A,) is then equal to the product dld2 .d,. 
Suppose that F = cfi, .. . ,fn) is a mapping of k” to itself for which the 
notion of partial derivative makes sense (more specifics later), so that one 
can define the Jacobian matrixJ(F) = (2). The notation pi(F), i = 1,. . . , n, 
will be used for the leading principal minors ofJ(F). 
DEFINITION 1. F is a Samuelson map if each of the leading principal 
minors of its Jacobian matrix, pi(F), i = 1,. . . , n, vanishes nowhere. 
For a Samuelson map one can apply the LDU decomposition pointwise 
to the Jacobian matrix. This leads to 
DEFINITION 2. The standard pivots of a Samuelson map F, denoted 
xi(F), i = 1,. . . , n, are the nowhere vanishing functions defined by al(F) = 
PI(F) and ai = pi(F)/pi-l(F) for i > 1. 
Example. For the Gale-Nikaido counterexample, ~1 = 2ezX and ~2 = 
&(8ezx + 104) so ~1 = 2ezX and as = 4e2” + 5~“. 
To make sense of the partial derivatives, etc., suppose throughout that 
k has characteristic zero, and that we are given a k-algebra A of functions 
of n variables that satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) A contains the polynomial ring k[xl, . . ,x,1 and is contained in the 
k-algebra B of all (set theoretic) maps from k” to k. 
(2) There are extensions to A, also denoted &, of the standard partial 
derivatives on the polynomial ring, and each & is a k-derivation from A to 
B (a k-linear map satisf 
!Z 
ing the product rule). 
(3)IffEA, then 8Z((ar,..., a,) depends only on the values off on the 
line rj = aj,j # i. Furthermore, the value of the partial is identically zero 
along that line if, and only if, f is constant on that line. 
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(4) A is closed under composition and satisfies the chain rule. That is, 
iff,gl,. ..,g,,EAthenh=f(gl,..., g,,)EAand 
These assumptions are fairly weak. Note that the partials are not re- 
quired to commute; indeed, partials of functions in A need not have further 
partials. One key fact implied by these assumptions is that for f E A, f is 
independent of xi if, and only if, g is identically zero. Note that several of 
the above restrictions on A would not be satisfiable, even for the polynomial 
ring k[xi, . . ,x,,], if k were not of characteristic zero (and hence infinite). 
DEFINITION 3. A map F : k” + k” is of class A, if, and only if, all of 
its components belong to A [that is, F = cfi, . . . ,fiL),fi E A]. 
The notion of “class A” is intended to capture a number of differ- 
ent concrete realizations. Examples include C’, C” functions, and analytic 
functions for k = R. For k = C, there are the entire analytic functions. 
More exotic possibilities include rings of real semialgebraic functions, com- 
plex subanalytic functions, or rigid analytic functions (k a p-adic field). van 
den Essen and Parthasarathy’s results arise in the case A = k[q, . . , xrr], 
with k algebraically closed, where nowhere vanishing functions are neces- 
sarily constant. 
Because a number of proofs are by induction on n, it is important to 
recognize that if A satisfies the above conditions for n variables, then the 
subalgebra of functions independent of a variable, when interpreted as an 
algebra of functions in n - 1 variables, satisfies the analogous conditions for 
n - 1 variables. The formal proof of this assertion is omitted. 
The “simpler” maps used as building blocks for decomposing Samuel- 
son maps are defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 4. A map H : k” -+ k” is basic of type i if component j 
of H is xj for j # i, and component i is a map h : k” + k which defines a 
permutation of k when all variables but xi are held constant. We say that h 
is a k-permutation in xi. If h = xi +c, where c is independent of xi, then H 
is called elementary. If I is a subgroup of the units of A, then H is called 
I-elementary if h = yxi + c, where both y E I and c E A are independent 
of xi. If H is basic and of class A, and its inverse is also of class A, then H 
if rallml u hnsir rla~s A alitomornhism. 
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Examples. N = (x, y+r”) is elementary and basic of type 2 (assuming the 
variable order is X, then y). H = (xeg, y) is basic of type 1 and I-elementary, 
where I = A*, the group of units of A [assume A = C’(R”), say]. 
Elementary maps are precisely the I-elementary maps for I = (1). I- 
elementary maps (for any I?) are basic, because if h = yxi + c then xi = 
(l/r)(h - c), so that h is a k-permutation in xi. The term “elementary” is 
standard; “I’-elementary” and “basic” are coinages for this paper. (The 
use of “elementary” for nonlinear maps is not completely standard; the 
term “shear” has been used occasionally for a polynomial elementary map.) 
Obviously, all basic maps are (set theoretically) invertible. However, if H 
is basic and of class A, it does not follow that the inverse map is of class 
A. The standard example is x3 : R + R, which is a C’ permutation of R, 
whose inverse is not C’. Hence the definition above of the term “basic class 
A automorphism”; note, however, that if H is r-elementary of class A, then 
it is a basic class A automorphism [if l/y, h, c E A then (l/y)(h - c) E A]. 
3. STRUCTURE THEOREMS 
LEMMA 5. Suppose F : k” + k” can be written as a composition F = 
H, 0.. . o H,,, of basic maps of distinct types. Then the decomposition is unique 
if the number of maps, the types, and the order of the types are specified. 
Proof By renaming the variables, if necessary, we may suppose that Hi 
is of type i, for i = 1,. . . , m. Let component m of H,,, be h,, a k-permutation 
in x,. Since each of the other basic maps is of type other than m, and 
hence is the identity on component m, it follows that h, is also component 
number m of F, which we denote as fm. Given any other decomposition 
into the same number of basic maps, with the same sequence of types, 
one obtains fi, = h,,, = h;, where the primed term arises from the second 
decomposition. Thus h,,, and hence the final basic map H,,,, is uniquely 
determined by F. If m = 1 this concludes the proof. Otherwise, let G be 
the set theoretic inverse of H,,,. Then F o G is the composition of m - 1 
basic maps of distinct types, and by induction H1, . . , Hn,_l are uniquely 
determined. n 
The following lemma is the key to the induction arguments that will 
follow. It is an extension (to pivots, and to i > 1) of a lemma of van den 
Essen and Parthasarathy [5]. 
LEMMA 6. LetF :k” + k” be of class A and let H : k” -+ k” be a basic 
map of class A and type i. Suppose that F = cfi, .. . , fn) with A = 3 for 
j < i. Then the leading principal minors of the Jacobian matrices of F o H 
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and F satisfy 
P~(F 0 H) = deW(H))(~#J 0 H) forj 2 i. 
lf F and H are Samuelson, then so is F o H and 
q(F o H) = rj(F) = 1 forj < i, 
ni(F o H) = ri(H)(ri(F) 0 H), 
nj(F 0 H) = rj(F) o H forj > i. 
Proof Since both F and F o H have xi,. . . , Xi-1 as their first i - 1 
components, all minors pj and pivots nj are 1 forj < i. The identity for pn 
follows from taking determinants in the chain rule J(F o H) = U(F) o H)](H). 
For i 5 j < n, define G = cfi, . ,fj, 3tj+l,. . . ,x,). Since H only affects the 
coordinate i, G o H = (fi o H, . . . ,fj o H,xj+l, . . .,x,,). Since G has the same 
first j components as F, J(G) has the same first j rows as J(F). Since the 
remaining rows are standard unit vectors, detU(G)) = pj(F). Applying the 
same argument to G o H yields detU(G o H)) = pj(F o H). Thus, using 
the chain rule again, pj(F 0 H) = detU(G 0 H)) = detu(G) o H)detU(H)) = 
det(J(H))(pj(F) OH). If H is Samuelson then det(J(H)) vanishes nowhere. If, 
in addition, F is Samuelson, then the minors pj(F), and afortiori pj(F) o H, 
vanish nowhere. Thus, if both H and F are Samuelson, the leading principal 
minors ofJ(F OH) are either 1 0 < i) or a product of two nowhere vanishing 
functions (‘j > i), and so F OH is Samuelson. In that case, the pivots rj(F OH) 
for j > i are ratios of leading principal minors and the common factor 
of det(J(H)) cancels, leading to Zj(F o H) = (pj(F) o H)/(pj_l(F) o H) = 
(pj(F)/pj-l(F)) o H = rj(F) o H. For j = i the relationship between the 
pivots is the identity for minors, restated in terms of pivots, since an easy 
calculation shows that detU(H)) = ai( n 
The following two theorems describe the correspondence between prop- 
erties of the pivots of a Samuelson map and the possibility of writing the 
map as a (fixed order) composition of basic maps. 
THEOREM 7. Let F : k” + k” be a class A Samuelson map. Suppose 
that F = H, o . . . o Hz o H1, with each Hi : k” -+ k” basic of class A and type 
i. Let component i of Hi be hi(rl, . . . , xn), a class A k-permutation in xi. Then 
the standard pivots of F = (fl, . . . , fn) are given by 
In particular, the Hi are Samuelson maps. 
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Proof For n = 1 , F = HI = (hl), and the only pivot of the Jacobian 
matrix is the single entry $$ of that matrix, so the result is true. For n > 1, 
consider the last row of the Jacobian matrix, J, of F. The last component 
of F is h,Cfr, . . ,_LI, xn). D ff- i erentiating and using the chain rule, we see 
that for i # n the entries Jni of J are given by 
ah, a.fi ah, a.ti ah, afil 
--+&dx,dxi+...+--- ax1 dxi ax,_l dxi ’ 
where each partial derivative of h, is to be evaluated at cfi, . . . , fn- 1, x,). The 
lower right hand corner entry, I,,,,, is given by a similar expression (with xi re- 
placed by x,) plus an additional term 2, also evaluated at cfi, . . . ,&I, x,~). 
All the terms beginning with 2 together form a multiple of the first row 
(&. . . > g) ofJ. Similar statements hold for the terms beginning with $ x. 
forj =2,..., n - 1; they form multiples of rows 2 through n - 1 ofJ. We 
can thus use elementary row operations of type 2 (subtracting multiples of a 
row from another row) to obtain a matrix M with the same determinant as J. 
The last row of M contains a single non-zero entry a,, = %cfi,. ,fn-l, x,). 
(This entry must be nonzero because F is a Samuelson map.). The other 
rows of M are the same as the first n - 1 rows ofJ. For each fixed value 
of x,, we conclude by induction that the first n - 1 natural pivots of J are 
given by the xi above, i = 1,. . . , n - 1. Therefore, the first n - 1 pivots are 
given as above for all x,. By expanding det(M) according to its last row, we 
see that the last pivot is xn. The fact that Hi are Samuelson maps follows 
from * -r.oH-’ o...oHili ax,-' 1 and the fact that the standard pivots of F 
vanish nowhere. n 
THEOREM 8. Let F = cfi,. . . , fn) be a class A Samuelson map from k” 
to k”. Suppose that the standard pivots of F are given by 
for i = 1,. . . , n, where each hi is a class A k-permutation in q with class A 
inverse. Then F has a unique decomposition as a composition F = H,, o . o 
H2 o HI of basic maps Hi of type i. Furthermore, each Hi is a basic class A 
automorphism of type i, and component number i of Hi differs from h by a 
function independent of xi. 
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Proof The equation for the first pivot is al = $(x1,. , xn). But 
a1 = $(xr,..., x,,) by definition. So g = 2, and we may write ft = 
hl + cl, where cl depends only on ~2,. . ,x,. Since hl is a k-permutation 
in ~1, the same is true of fr. Let Hr be the basic map of type 1 with first 
component fr. We want to establish that Hr is a basic class A automor- 
phism of type 1. Since H1 = cfi, x2,. . . ,x,), all the components of Hr are 
of class A; hence so is Hr. By hypothesis, hl has a class A inverse permu- 
tation in x1, say q(xr,xe,. ,xn). That is, hl(q,xs,. . .,x,,) = x1. But then 
fl(% PI.> f . , xn) = hl(v, 3, . . . , xn) + cl (~2, . . . , xn) = x1 + cl. This means that 
the inverse permutation for fr is 4 = ~(xl - cl,~,. ,x,), as can be easily 
verified by substitution. But cl = fr - hl is of class A, and since A is closed 
under composition, 4 is also of class A. Thus H1 has a class A inverse, as 
was to be shown. If n = 1 then F = H1 = (hl), completing the proof. For 
n > 1, define G = F o Hip' . Then G has first component x1, hence first 
pivot rr(G) = 1. Write G as G = (x1, gp, . . . , g,). By Lemma 6, G is Samuel- 
son and the remaining standard pivots of G satisfy ai = ri(F) o Hc' = 
$$(fl>~ 
of x1, 
..,J;:_l,xi,..., x,)oHc' = ~(~l,~,...,~_l,9,...,~~). Fix a value 
and consider G as a map in the remaining 771 = n - 1 variables. 
More precisely, define G[xl] : k”’ -+ k”” by G[rr](x2,. .,x1,) = (g2,. . . ,g,). 
Since A is closed under composition, hence in particular under the substi- 
tution of a constant for the first variable, it follows that G[xr] is of class A’, 
where A’ is the k-algebra of elements of A that are independent of the first 
variable. If A’ is considered as a k-algebra of functions in the remaining 
variables, then G[xl] satisfies the hypotheses of this theorem for m variables, 
so by induction we may conclude that (for the given value of xl) G[xr] is 
a composition G[xi] = HA 0 . . 0 Hi, where the Hi are class A’ basic auto- 
morphisms of type i for the variables x2,. . , xn. Since the decomposition 
of G[xi] is unique (by Lemma 5), we obtain unique maps H([xl] : k" 4 k” 
for each value of xl. Define maps Hi : k” --f k”, for i = 2, . . , n, by 
Hi(rl,. . . > xn) = (~1, H,l_l[~l](~, a . . , x,~)), where we have extended a vector 
of length n - 1 to one of length n by adding a first component at the front. 
These are still basic maps, but because of the additional variable xl, they 
are type shifted. More exactly, for i = 2,. . . , n, each of these maps Hi is 
a basic map of type i. Furthermore, F = G o H1 = H, o . . . o Hl. The 
uniqueness of the Hi is again a consequence of Lemma 5. Finally, let ci, for 
i > 1, be the difference between component i of Hi and hi. By induction 
we may assume that for each fixed xl, the function ci is independent of xi. 
Consequently, ci is independent of xi. Furthermore, the same argument as 
that for HI shows that Hi is a basic class A automorphism. n 
In the following let I C A* be a subgroup of the group of units of A, and 
suppose that I is closed under substitution [that is, if y E I’, al, , a,, E A 
then y(ar,. . , a,) E I?]. Let F = (j-1,. . . ,fn) be a Samuelson map. One can 
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define obstructions to writing F as a composition of I-elementary maps as 
follows. If F = H,, o . . o HI, where each Hi is basic of type i and H1 is 
I-elementary, then rl(F) must belong to I’ and must also be independent 
of ~1. Conversely, if this condition is met (we say the first obstruction 
vanishes), then HI is uniquely determined and I-elementary. If it is known 
that al(F) E I?, then the first obstruction becomes simply wi = F (that 
is, the obstruction vanishes if, and only if, wr is identically 0). In general, 
suppose that Hi(F) E I? and that obstructions ~1,. . , @i-l have been found 
to vanish, leading to the construction of HI, . . , Hi-l. Put G = F o HI-’ . . o 
Hi:;. By induction, assume G has the form G = (xl,. . . , ri-i,gi, . . . ,g,,) 
and that rj(G) 0 Hi-1 o . . o HI = ?rJF), for j > i. Since I is closed under 
substitution, and I? c A, we can define 
d(ai(F) 0 Hl’ ’ . . 0 Hci) 
Wi = 
l3Xi 
If this obstruction vanishes, then yi = ri(F) 0 H,’ . . . b HiI: is independent 
of xi, and hi = yixi is an appropriate component i for a I-elementary map 
of type i. Since 3 = TV = yi = 3, 
by a function independent of xi. 
the functions gi and hi differ 
Thus ‘Hi can be defined by choosing 
component i of Hi to be gi. Note that this choice also means that the next 
G will have the correct form for the inductive definition. Let us show 
that it will satisfy the correct pivot relations. The next instance of G is 
G’ = G 0 Hi-‘. Since the first i - 1 components of of G are xl,. . , Xi-l, 
Lemma 6 applies. It yields ?rj(G’) = rj(G) o Hi-’ for j > i. But then 
rj(G’) 0 Hi ... o HI = rj(G) o Hi-1 ... o HI = rj(F) for j > i + 1. This 
shows that the formula given above is a valid inductive definition of wi 
when rj(F) E lY,j _< i and wj = 0,j < i. Note that the obstructions wi are 
independent of the choice of I (one can take I = A*). 
THEOREM 9. Let F be a class A Samuelson map, and r a subgroup of 
A* closed under substitution. Then the following conditions are equivalent 
1. F =H,,o... o HI, where each Hi is r-elementary of type i. 
2. ri(F) E I’for i = 1,. . , n and all the obstructions 01, . . , w, vanish. 
Furthermore, zf the equivalent conditions hold, then the decomposition is 
unique, and component i of Hi is yixi + ci, where yi E r and ci E A are 
independent of xi, and yi o Hi-1 o * . o HI = ri(F), for i = 1,. . . , n. 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 8 and the above discussion and 
definition of obstructions. n 
If I C k’ = k \ {0}, th en I is automatically closed under substitution, 
and all obstructions vanish. For I = (11 this yields the result that a class A 
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Samuelson map F = E, 0. .oEl for elementary maps Ei of type i if, and only 
if, xi(F) = 1, for i = I,. . . , n. For I = k* one obtains the generalization of 
van den Essen and Parthasarathy’s result to non-polynomial functions. It 
should be noted that the context of [S] allows for coefficient rings that do 
not fit into the setting used here. This result is 
COROLLARY 10. (Compare [S, Theorem 2.11) Let F be a class A Samuel- 
son map. Then the following three conditions are equivalent: 
1. F =DoE, o . . o El, where D is an invertible diagonal linear map and 
each Ei is an elementary map of class A and type i. 
2. F =H,,o... o HI, with each Hi k”-elementary of class A and type i. 
3. The standard pivots of F are all constants (xi(F) E k, i = 1,. . . , n). 
Furthermore, if these equivalent conditions hold, then the decompositions are 
unique, D is the linear map with matrix diag(al(F), . . . , n,(F)), and ai = 
ri(F)fori=l,...,n. 
Proof. The equivalence of conditions 2 and 3 is immediate from 
the preceding theorem and the remarks following it. To show that 1 is 
equivalent to 2, start moving D inward: D o E, = H, o D’, then D’ o E,_l = 
H,_l o D”, etc. Each ‘move’ produces the next H and a new 1 on the 
diagonal of the matrix of the new D. The final move yields condition 2, 
and the process is reversible. n 
The following extension to non-constant pivots is also a direct corollary 
of Theorem 9, and does not require computation of the obstructions. 
COROLLARY 11. Let F be a class A Samuelson map, and let r be a 
subgroup of A* closed under substitution. Then the following two conditions 
are equivalent 
1. F =H,o... o HI, with Hi r-elementary of type i, and with component 
i of Hi of the form yixi + ci, where ci E A is independent of xi, and 
yi E l? is independent of ~1,. . . , Xi, for i = 1, . . , n. 
2. Ti(F) E I?, and xi(F) is independent of xl,. ..,xi,fori=l,..., n. 
Proof. Use Theorem 9. If ni or yi is independent of x1,. , xi-l, 
then yi = Ti (because the composition Hi-1 o . o HI affects only the first 
i - 1 coordinates). The further independence of either ai or yi from xi is 
equivalent to the vanishing of the obstruction ai. n 
4. LIMITATIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
The structure theorems of the previous section describe conditions under 
which Samuelson maps are decomposable (can be written as a composi- 
tion H, o . . o HI of basic maps Hi of type i), and hence invertible and 
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univalent. Not all univalent Samuelson maps are invertible, and not all 
Samuelson maps that are invertible are decomposable. Both of these facts 
can be demonstrated by means of real analytic examples. One of the sim- 
plest examples of a univalent Samuelson map that is not invertible is given 
by tan-‘(r), which is univalent but not onto, and has nowhere vanishing 
derivative l/(1 + 2). Obviously, when R = 1 all invertible maps are de- 
composable. However, for n = 2 the map F = (8 - y,x) is Samuelson and 
invertible, but its first component, e’ - y, is not a k-permutation in X, so 
the map F is not decomposable. Note the tan-’ x and 8; it is apparently 
a hallmark of such examples that they contain (necessarily nonpolynomial) 
functions with finite limits approached asymptotically. 
Earlier, obstructions to writing F as a composition of r-elementary maps 
were discussed. One can just as well consider the question of obstructions 
to writing F as a composition of basic maps. In that case one has to consider 
whether compositions F o HI-’ 0. . . o HiI: are still necessarily of class A, and 
whether functions hi which are not of the “separable” form yiri + ci (with 
yi and ci independent of xi) are nonetheless k-permutations. Unfortunately, 
the class of polynomial maps is not closed under the type of construction 
required. For example, if F = (f, g) with f(r, y) = (1 + 3#)(x + x3) and 
g(r> Y) = f(y, 4, th en F is Samuelson [al = (1 + 33)(1 + 3x”) is positive 
everywhere, and the Jacobian determinant is nowhere vanishing because of 
the decomposition that we show to exist below]. The structure theorems 
for r-elementary maps are not applicable, because al is not independent 
of x: (the first obstruction is nonzero). However, the first component of F is 
a k-permutation, and F can be decomposed into basic maps. Specifically, 
let 4(x) be the C1 function of x satisfying 4(x) +$3(~) = z [this is the inverse 
of x + 2, so it also satisfies 4(x + x3) = x]. Then F = Hz o HI, where 
H1 = ((1 + 3$)(x +x3), Y) and HZ = (r, (1 + 3+2(r/(1 + 3#)))(y + ti)). 
It is an immediate consequence of [3, Theorem 6, Chapter VI] that for 
A = C’(R”) a Samuelson map whose pivots are bounded, and bounded away 
from zero, is invertible. fA polynomial Samuelson map with this property 
will have constant pivots, and will thus be decomposable. 
All of the above suggest that there should be sharper characterizations 
of decomposable, invertible, and univalent Samuelson maps, at any rate for 
maps related in some way to real polynomial maps. One known result in 
this area is that a univalent real polynomial map is necessarily invertible 
[7], whether Samuelson or not. This leaves the following significant open 
questions: 
1. Is every real polynomial Samuelson map invertible? 
2. Is every invertible real polynomial Samuelson map decomposable? 
Finally, we list several topics related to possible extensions of the results 
reported here, but whose proper formulation has not yet been considered. 
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These are (1) permutations of the variables and function components (“piv- 
oting”), (2) maps defined on rectangular, convex, etc. subdomains (typi- 
cally of k”, for k = R), (3) ra lonal maps, locally defined maps, and germs t’ 
of maps. 
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